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“The King Can Do No Wrong”
It is generally agreed that the historical roots of the governmental immunity doctrine are
found in the English case of Russell v. Men of Devon, 2 T.R. 667, 100 Eng. Rep. 359 (1788).
• There, the court, in extending immunity to an unincorporated county, expressed the fear
that if suits against such political subdivisions were permitted, there would be "an
infinity of actions." Russell v. Men of Devon, supra at 672, 100 Eng. Rep. at 362.
• That court was also influenced by the absence of a fund "out of which satisfaction is to be
made."
• Finally, Justice Ashurst, expressing the eighteenth century societal evaluation of the
individual and local governmental interests, observed that "it is better that an individual
should sustain an injury than that the public should suffer an

inconvenience." Id.
•

 Ayala v. Philadelphia Bd. of Public Education, 453 Pa. 584 (1973), abolishing the
doctrine of sovereign immunity in Pennsylvania
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Legislative responses to abolition
of sovereign immunity
• Practitioners must be familiar with the statute that applies in the
•
•

•
•

jurisdiction.
Some states have more than one governmental immunity
statute.
For example, in Pennsylvania, one statute applies to
Commonwealth and Commonwealth agencies (“Sovereign
immunity”) and an entirely separate statute applies to local
political subdivisions, such as cities and school districts
(“Governmental immunity”).
While sovereign immunity and governmental immunity statues
share similarities, in other respects they are quite different.
Therefore, practitioners must correctly identify the
governmental agency involved, and be sure to identify the
statute that applies to that agency.
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Examples:





State or Commonwealth Agencies:
Prisons
State Departments of Transportation
State-run public transit agencies






Local governmental agencies:
Cities and Townships
School Districts
Some local transit agencies

 In order to determine what statute applies, you must research

the language of the statutes in your jurisdiction.
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Statutes containing general grants
of immunity
 Some governmental immunity statutes provide a general grant of

immunity for negligence, but set forth conditions which, if
fulfilled, may impose liability on a governmental entity.

 These conditions are generally referred to as “exceptions to

immunity.”

 In such statutes, negligence on the part of a governmental entity

which does not fall under one of the enumerated exceptions
cannot form a basis for liability, no matter how unfortunate the
situation.
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Examples:
 In Pennsylvania for example, a local agency can be liable for personal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

injury damages only if (1) the damages would be recoverable under
common law or a statute creating a cause of action and (2) the injury
was caused by the negligence of the local agency or an employee
thereof acting within the scope of his duties, and (3) the negligence
falls within one of eight enumerated categories. The “exceptions to
immunity” are limited to:
vehicle liability
personal property of others (bailment)
real property in the possession of the local agency
trees, traffic controls and street lighting
utility service facilities
streets
sidewalks
animals
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Interpretation of immunity statutes
 Motor vehicle exception:
 The operation of any motor vehicle in the possession or control

of the local agency, provided that the local agency shall not be
liable to any plaintiff that claims liability under this subsection if
the plaintiff was, during the course of the alleged negligence, in
flight or fleeing apprehension or resisting arrest by a police
officer or knowingly aided a group, one or more of whose
members were in flight or fleeing apprehension or resisting
arrest by a police officer. As used in this paragraph, “motor
vehicle” means any vehicle which is self- propelled and any
attachment thereto, including vehicles operated by rail, through
water or in the air.

 42 Pa. C.S.A Section 8542 (b) (1)
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Ingredients for a Good Plaintiff PI Case
 WHAT MAKES A GOOD PLAINTIFF PERSONAL INJURY

CASE?

 JHK’s Golden Rules:
 1) Solid Liability
 2) Excellent Damages
 3) Insurance Proceeds or Assets to Pay for a Recovery
 4) Attractive and Credible Plaintiff
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Introduction
 Personal Injury Cases are not like other Legal

Cases

 They Require Intense, require dedication,

diligence, perseverance, and a lot of hard work
 Case Selection is absolutely critical to developing a
successful plaintiff’s practice
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Waiver of Sovereign Immunity by the State of
Washington is Extremely Broad
 Unlike Pennsylvania and other States, the State of

Washington has a very broad grant of sovereign immunity.
This is reflected in the Notice of Claims Statutes applicable
in Washington.

 RCW 4.92.100 is the Notice of Claims Statute for claims to

be brought against the State of Washington.

 Typically, the kinds of claims that are most often brought

against the State of Washington involve claims against the
Department of Corrections, claims against DSHS (the
Department of Social and Health Service), and claims
against DOT (the Department of Transportation).
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Tort Claims against State of Washington
 4.92.090

Tortious conduct of state—Liability for damages.
 The state of Washington, whether acting in its
governmental or proprietary capacity, shall be liable
for damages arising out of its tortious conduct to the
same extent as if it were a private person or
corporation.
 This is really about as broad a waiver of sovereign
immunity as you will see anywhere in the United
States
16

Tort Claims against State of Washington
 4.92.100

Tortious conduct of state or its agents—Claims—
Presentment and filing—Contents.
 (1) All claims against the state, or against the state's officers,
employees, or volunteers, acting in such capacity, for damages
arising out of tortious conduct, must be presented to the office
of risk management. A claim is deemed presented when the
claim form is delivered in person or by regular mail, registered
mail, or certified mail, with return receipt requested, or as an
attachment to electronic mail or by fax, to the office of risk
management. For claims for damages presented after July 26,
2009, all claims for damages must be presented on the standard
tort claim form that is maintained by the office of risk
management. The standard tort claim form must be posted on
the department of enterprise services' web site.
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Tort Claims against State of Washington















RCW 4.92.100 (cont’d):
(a) The standard tort claim form must, at a minimum, require the following information:
(i) The claimant's name, date of birth, and contact information;
(ii) A description of the conduct and the circumstances that brought about the injury or
damage;
(iii) A description of the injury or damage;
(iv) A statement of the time and place that the injury or damage occurred;
(v) A listing of the names of all persons involved and contact information, if known;
(vi) A statement of the amount of damages claimed; and
(vii) A statement of the actual residence of the claimant at the time of presenting the
claim and at the time the claim arose.
(b)(i) The standard tort claim form must be signed either:
(A) By the claimant, verifying the claim;
(B) Pursuant to a written power of attorney, by the attorney-in-fact for the claimant;
(C) By an attorney admitted to practice in Washington state on the claimant's behalf; or
(D) By a court-approved guardian or guardian ad litem on behalf of the claimant.
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Tort Claims against State of Washington
 RCW 4.92.100(1)(c) states: the amount of damages stated on the claim form is
not admissible at trial.
 RCW 4.92.100 (2) and (3) state:
 (2) The state shall make available the standard tort claim form described in this
section with instructions on how the form is to be presented and the name,
address, and business hours of the office of risk management. The standard
tort claim form must not list the claimant's social security number and must
not require information not specified under this section. The claim form and
the instructions for completing the claim form must provide the United States
mail, physical, and electronic addresses and numbers where the claim can be
presented.
 (3) With respect to the content of claims under this section and all procedural
requirements in this section, this section must be liberally construed so that
substantial compliance will be deemed satisfactory. (emphasis added)
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Tort Claims against State of Washington
 RCW 4.92.110
 Tortious conduct of state or its agents—Presentment and filing

of claim prerequisite to suit.
 No action subject to the claim filing requirements of
RCW 4.92.100 shall be commenced against the state, or against any
state officer, employee, or volunteer, acting in such capacity, for
damages arising out of tortious conduct until sixty calendar days have
elapsed after the claim is presented to the office of risk management in
the department of enterprise services. The applicable period of
limitations within which an action must be commenced shall be tolled
during the sixty calendar day period. For the purposes of the applicable
period of limitations, an action commenced within five court days after
the sixty calendar day period has elapsed is deemed to have been
presented on the first day after the sixty calendar day period elapsed.
(emphasis added).
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Tort Claims against Cities and Counties
 Like Claims against the State of Washington, the waiver of immunity

for claims being brought against cities and counties in the State
of Washington is extremely broad.
 RCW 4.96.020 is the Notice of Claims Statute for claims to be
brought against Cities and Counties
 Typically, the kinds of claims that are often brought against
Cities and Counties involve claims arising from a trip and fall
incident on a public sidewalk, a collision involving a municipal
bus or municipal vehicle, or a police misconduct situation (i.e. a
claim or claims of false arrest and/or excessive force brought
under 42 U.S.C. Section 1983). For purposes of this Webinar, our
focus will be on the first two subject areas mentioned above, i.e.
vehicular claims and premises claims brought against a
municipality or a county.
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Tort Claims against Cities and Counties

 RCW 4.96.020, states in part:
 (1) All local governmental entities, whether acting in a governmental or

proprietary capacity, shall be liable for damages arising out of their
tortious conduct, or the tortious conduct of their past or present
officers, employees, or volunteers while performing or in good faith
purporting to perform their official duties, to the same extent as if they
were a private person or corporation. Filing a claim for damages within
the time allowed by law shall be a condition precedent to the
commencement of any action claiming damages. The laws specifying
the content for such claims shall be liberally construed so that
substantial compliance therewith will be deemed satisfactory.
 (2) Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, for the purposes of
this chapter, "local governmental entity" means a county, city, town,
special district, municipal corporation as defined in RCW 39.50.010,
quasi-municipal corporation, any joint municipal utility services
authority, any entity created by public agencies under RCW39.34.030,
or public hospital.
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Tort Claims against Cities and Counties

















RCW 4.96.020 (cont’ed):
(3) For claims for damages presented after July 26, 2009, all claims for damages must be presented on
the standard tort claim form that is maintained by the office of risk management in the department
of enterprise services, except as allowed under (c) of this subsection. The standard tort claim form
must be posted on the department of enterprise services' web site.
(a) The standard tort claim form must, at a minimum, require the following information:
(i) The claimant's name, date of birth, and contact information;
(ii) A description of the conduct and the circumstances that brought about the injury or damage;
(iii) A description of the injury or damage;
(iv) A statement of the time and place that the injury or damage occurred;
(v) A listing of the names of all persons involved and contact information, if known;
(vi) A statement of the amount of damages claimed; and
(vii) A statement of the actual residence of the claimant at the time of presenting the claim and at the
time the claim arose.
(b) The standard tort claim form must be signed either:
(i) By the claimant, verifying the claim;
(ii) Pursuant to a written power of attorney, by the attorney-in-fact for the claimant;
(iii) By an attorney admitted to practice in Washington state on the claimant's behalf; or
(iv) By a court-approved guardian or guardian ad litem on behalf of the claimant.
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Tort Claims against Cities and Counties











RCW 4.96.020 (cont’d):
(c) Local governmental entities shall make available the standard tort claim form described in this
section with instructions on how the form is to be presented and the name, address, and business
hours of the agent of the local governmental entity. If a local governmental entity chooses to also
make available its own tort claim form in lieu of the standard tort claim form, the form:
(i) May require additional information beyond what is specified under this section, but the local
governmental entity may not deny a claim because of the claimant's failure to provide that additional
information;
(ii) Must not require the claimant's social security number; and
(iii) Must include instructions on how the form is to be presented and the name, address, and
business hours of the agent of the local governmental entity appointed to receive the claim.
(d) If any claim form provided by the local governmental entity fails to require the information specified
in this section, or incorrectly lists the agent with whom the claim is to be filed, the local governmental
entity is deemed to have waived any defense related to the failure to provide that specific information or
to present the claim to the proper designated agent. (emphasis added).
(e) Presenting either the standard tort claim form or the local government tort claim form satisfies
the requirements of this chapter.
(f) The amount of damages stated on the claim form is not admissible at trial.
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Tort Claims against Cities and Counties
 RCW 4.96.020 (cont’d):
 (4) No action subject to the claim filing requirements of this section shall be
commenced against any local governmental entity, or against any local
governmental entity's officers, employees, or volunteers, acting in such
capacity, for damages arising out of tortious conduct until sixty calendar days
have elapsed after the claim has first been presented to the agent of the
governing body thereof. The applicable period of limitations within which an
action must be commenced shall be tolled during the sixty calendar day period.
For the purposes of the applicable period of limitations, an action commenced
within five court days after the sixty calendar day period has elapsed is deemed
to have been presented on the first day after the sixty calendar day period
elapsed. (emphasis added)
 (5) With respect to the content of claims under this section and all procedural
requirements in this section, this section must be liberally construed so that
substantial compliance will be deemed satisfactory.
 (emphasis added)
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Continued:
 Under Pennsylvania’s motor vehicle exception to governmental

immunity, counsel must look to case law to determine whether the case
falls within the exception. Application of immunity statues are fact
specific.

 For example, courts have construed “the operation of a motor vehicle”

to mean that vehicle, or some part of it, must be in motion.

 What types of claims would NOT fall within this exception?
• Injuries caused when passenger getting on or off of a bus
• Injuries caused when a bus driver waves a student across the street and

student is hit by another vehicle
• Injuries caused by a parked vehicle
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Continued:
 What types of claims MAY fall within the exception?
• Injuries caused by a moving part of a bus, such as a

passenger being struck by a door closing on the bus
• Courts have decided that maintenance of the bus may
form part of the “operation” of the bus
• Motor vehicle accident caused by negligent driving of
an employee of the local agency
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Continued:
 “The operation of any motor vehicle in the possession or control

of the local agency.”

 This language requires that the vehicle be operated by an

employee of the local agency acting in the scope of his
employment.

 What acts would NOT impose liability?
• Vehicles operated by third parties or independent contractors
• Negligent entrustment does not fall within an exception to

immunity
• Stolen vehicle
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Metro Bus Claims
 Such claims commonly arise from vehicular collisions involving a bus , or from
passengers injured while riding a bus, and/or from passengers injured while
disembarking from a bus.
 The basic elements of a negligence claim apply

The essential elements of an action for negligence are: 1) the existence of
a duty owed to the Plaintiff; 2) a breach of that duty; 3) a resulting injury, and 4)
proximate cause between the breach and the injury. See Christen v. Lee, 113 Wash.
2d 479, 780 P.2d 1307 (Wash. 1989).
 Plaintiff must first file a Notice of Claim against King County under RCW
4.96.,020
 Plaintiff can then file his/her lawsuit against King County after the 60 day
waiting period has passed
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Metro Bus Claims
Auto-Bus Collisions:
 Often mirror common, everyday auto collision cases. They often arise
from rear-end collisions, broadside collisions, bus-pedestrian
incidents, bus-bicycle/scooter/motorcycle incidents
 Washington State Rules of the Road apply, see RCW 46.61. et seq., for
example:
--- following too closely, RCW 46.61.145
--- failing to yield the right of way when making a left turn, RCW
46.61.185
--- speeding, RCW 46.61.400
--- failing to stop for a traffic signal indicating a red light,
RCW46.61.050 and RCW 46.61.055
--- failing to stop for a stop sign, RCW 46.61.190
--- failing to stop for a pedestrian in a crosswalk, RCW 46.61.235
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Metro Bus Claims
Common Carrier Rule As Applied to Claims of Bus
Passengers
 A Bus System owes its passengers the highest duty of
care
a bus system, as a common carrier of passengers, owes
the highest degree of care toward its passengers
commensurate with the practical operation of a coach at
the time and place in question.” See Benjamin v. City of
Seattle, 74 Wn.2d 832, 833, 447 P.2d 172 (1968) (emphasis
added); See also Jackson v. City of Seattle, 15 Wn.2d 505,
511, 131 P.2d 172 (1942); Peterson v. Seattle, 51 Wn.2d 187,
191, 316 P.2d 904 (1957).
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Metro Bus Claims
Bus Passenger Claims from Riding the Bus
 A Plaintiff can bring a claim for injuries sustained from a sudden or
violent start, stop, or jolt on a bus.

The general rule is that such jerks or jars as are necessarily
incident to the use of the conveyance and are not the result of
negligence, thus, they will not render the carrier liable for resulting
injuries. See Irvin v. Spear, 41 Wash. 2d 224, 248 P.2d 404 (Wash. 1952).
The Irvin court further noted that “[t]he ordinary jolts and jerks of the
bus in starting or stopping are among the usual incidents of travel . . .
and for injuries resulting from them, the carrier is not liable.” See id. at
225. But the Irvin court also held that “[i]t is, however, actionable
negligence to cause a conveyance to give a violent or extraordinary jolt,
causing injury to a passenger . . . [and w]hether a given jerk or jolt was
'violent' or 'extraordinary' or 'usual' . . . is ordinarily a question of fact
to be determined by the jury. See Irvin, 41 Wash. 2d at 225-226.
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Metro Bus Claims
Bus Passenger Claims from Disembarking From the Bus
 The general rule as applied to passengers disembarking

from the bus is that the Bus must pick-up and drop-off its
passengers where it is safe to do so
In Jackson v. City of Seattle, the court held as follows: It
was [defendant’s] duty to select a safe place to stop its vehicle,
whether it was the usual stopping place or not, if it was one at
which a passenger was expressly or impliedly invited to alight . .
. . See Jackson, 15 Wn.2d at 511.
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Metro Bus Claims
Bus Passenger Claims from Disembarking From the Bus
 In fact, the common carrier’s duty to the disembarking

passenger does not terminate “as a matter of law when the
[passenger] set[s] both feet on the street. See Peterson, 51
Wn.2d at 191. In Jackson, the court further noted that “a
passenger alighting from a common carrier . . . was obliged
to exercise only ordinary or reasonable care for her own
safety . . . [a] passenger has the right to assume that a place
at which a carrier’s car stops is a reasonably safe place to
board or alight unless it is obviously dangerous.” See
Jackson, 15 Wn.2d at 511 (emphasis added).
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Metro Bus Claims
 Examples of Decisions in Bus Disembarking Cases:
 Issue of contributory negligence was wrongfully submitted to
the jury where plaintiff exited a City of Seattle bus, stepped
into a hole in the parking strip, fell, and was injured. Jackson
v. City of Seattle, 15 Wn.2d 505, 511, 131 P.2d 172 (Wash. 1942).
 Court upheld liability against City of Seattle where trolley let

female passenger off a foot away from curb, with no warning,
and passenger, unknowingly, stepped down into the street
and fractured her femur. Benjamin v. City of Seattle, 74 Wn.2d
832, 447 P.2d 172 (Wash. 1968)
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Continued
 Aside from motor vehicle accidents, many claims arise

from accidents on government premises.

 Example:
 Real property. — The care, custody or control of real

property in the possession of the local agency, except
that the local agency shall not be liable for damages on
account of any injury sustained by a person
intentionally trespassing on real property in the
possession of the local agency.
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Continued
 What types of claims would fall within this type of

exception?

• Accidents caused by the physical condition of the real

property, where the condition was caused by the
negligence of an employee of the local agency
• Negligence in the “care, custody and control” of the
real property can include failure to maintain
• Important to note whether negligence relates to “real
property” and not personal property located on the
premises.
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Continued
 What types of claims have been held to NOT fall within the real

property exception?

• Claims arising from “personalty” that is not a “fixture.” This

would include accidents caused by defective chairs or furniture.
• Claims caused by individuals that are not caused by negligence
in the care of real property, such as slammed doors
• Claims caused by the failure to supervise people on the real
property
• Claims caused by improper use of the property, such as asking
students to run up and down a stairway for gymnastics practice,
where there is nothing wrong with the stairway itself. This is
considered “improper supervision.”
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Continued
 Be sure to identify the appropriate statutory exception

that applies. For example, accidents on sidewalks may
be treated differently than accidents in buildings or on
parking lots.
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Conduct not generally protected by
immunity
 Many statutes that waive governmental immunity only apply to

negligence.

 Stated another way, a municipality and its employees may be generally

immune from acts of negligence, unless the negligence falls within one
of the exceptions to immunity.

 However, acts that are intentional, such as crimes, fraud, and

intentional torts are often not protected by governmental immunity.

 At the same time, if a governmental employee commits an intentional

act, the local agency may not be required to indemnify the employee
in the event the employee of found liable for damages.

 Counsel must check the statute applicable in their jurisdiction.
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Premises Claims Against Municipalities
 General Rule in Sidewalk Cases:

Under longstanding Washington law, ““the test of liability

of a city is whether or not it constructs and maintains its walks in
a reasonably safe manner. This is a duty it owes to pedestrians,
who have a right to travel on the walks”. See Stone v. City of
Seattle, 33 Wash. 644, 649, 74 P.808 (1903).

 Notice Rule in Sidewalk Cases:

In terms of notice of the defect, courts have held that actual

or constructive notice of the defect in the sidewalk, to the
defendant City or municipality, will give rise to liability. See, e.g.,
Hammock v. Tacoma, 44 Wash. 623, 626, 87 P. 924 (1906); Elster
v. City of Seattle, 18 Wash. 304, 308, 51 P. 394 (1897) Stone v. City
of Seattle, 64 Wn.2d 166, 170, 391 P.2d 179 (1964).
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Premises Claims Against Municipalities
 General Rule concerning Contributory Negligence:

It is the duty of a city to use reasonable care to maintain its
streets and sidewalks in reasonably safe condition for travel. The
traveler who has no knowledge to the contrary may proceed upon
the assumption that the city has fulfilled its duty. Momentary
distraction of the attention of the pedestrian does not as a matter of
law constitute contributory negligence . . . All that the law require[s
is] the exercise of such care and caution as a person of ordinary
prudence would use under similar circumstances. See James v.
Burchett, 15 Wn.2d 119, 128, 129 P.790 (1942) (emphasis added). In
Burchett, the court also held that the plaintiff “was not required to
keep her eyes on the walk immediately in front of her at all times.
She had the right to assume that whoever used the sidewalk kept it
in a safe condition for travel.” See Burchett, 15 Wn.2d at 129.
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Premises Claims Against Municipalities
 Specific Defective Conditions:

1) Holes in the Sidewalk
Under longstanding Washington law, ““the test of liability of a
city is whether or not it constructs and maintains its walks in a
reasonably safe manner. This is a duty it owes to pedestrians, who have
a right to travel on the walks”. See Stone v. City of Seattle, 33 Wash.
644, 74 P.808 (Wash. 1903).

2) Uplifts in the Sidewalk Caused by Tree Roots

Both the Municipality and the Abutting Property Owner can be
held liable in a situation where a tree root has caused an uplift in the
section of the sidewalk. The Washington Court of appeals has held
that the duty imposed on a landowner is to restrain the tree so it does
not injure the pedestrian, while the duty of the municipality, as owner
of the sidewalk, is “to maintain the sidewalk in a manner that does not
pose a risk of injury to a pedestrian. They are distinct duties”. See
Rosengren v. City of Seattle, 149 Wash.App. 565 , 205 P.3d 909, Wash.
App. 2009)
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Premises Claims Against Municipalities
 Importance of the Rosengren Case: In case involving a

tree or tree roots, it is best for the Plaintiff to name the
Municipality and the Abutting Property Owner
The court held that that trees planted by a landowner
are an artificial condition on the land, and that an
abutting land owner has a duty to exercise reasonable care
that the trunks, branches, or roots of trees planted by
them adjacent to a public sidewalk do not pose an
unreasonable risk of harm to a pedestrian using the
sidewalk. See Rosengren, 149 Wash.App. at ___.
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Premises Claims Against Municipalities
 Other Notable Sidewalk Cases:
A city cannot require the abutting property owner to assume the
duty to maintain the sidewalk and/or require the abutting property
owner to indemnity the city in case of an incident occurring on the
sidewalk. See Rivett v. City of Tacoma, 123 Wash. 2d 573, 870 P.2d 299
(Wash. 1994).



An owner of abutting property may make a special use of a public
sidewalk, such as using it as a driveway for vehicles, but must exercise
reasonable care so that the use does not create conditions making it
unsafe for pedestrians who use the sidewalk. Stone v. Seattle, 64 Wash.
2d 166, 170, 391 P.2d 179 (Wash. 1964)
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Recoverable Damages
 In addition to limiting the TYPES of claims for which

governmental immunity is waived, some statutes limit the
TYPES of damages recoverable.

 The limitations on damages can be significant deterrents in the

decision to bring an individual claim.

 Some statutes limit “pain and suffering” to those cases where

plaintiff sustains a “permanent loss of a bodily function,
disfigurement or death.” Must look to case law to determine how
courts interpret the limitations on damages.

 Most statutes do not permit punitive damages against

governmental entities.
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Notice Requirements
 Many statues have specific requirements to notify municipalities

within a short time after an accident. Notice requirements may
be required to be in writing and provide certain specific
information.

 In some instances, courts may treat the notice requirement as a

statute of limitations.

 In other instances, courts may refuse to dismiss an otherwise

valid claim if the municipality cannot show prejudice, especially
where the claim is brought withinthe generally applicable statute
of limitations.
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Discovery issues
 Large municipalities may require extra time to respond to discovery

requests. Counsel are advised to seek discovery early.

 Counsel defending municipalities should similarly identify appropriate

witnesses and documents early in the litigation and refrain from
making last minute requests for documents and witnesses to appear at
depositions. Often governmental agencies do not have staff on hand to
respond to last minute requests.

 Freedom of Information Requests can sometimes be used to obtain

information from governmental entities.
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Proving Your Client’s Damages
 First and Foremost: Capture the Evidence
 Make a Plan to Collect Valuable Evidence at the First InPerson Meeting
 DO NOT DELAY
 Evidence will disappear, nothing lasts forever, and
evidence is no different
 Make a Plan to Collect the Initial Evidence on a Case
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Proving Your Client’s Damages
 CAPTURE THE EVIDENCE: Go Visit the PNC
 Learn firsthand the Story of Your Client’s Case
 If the PNC is severely injured, go visit them
 The information you will learn, by visiting the PNC, in

their home, the hospital, a rehab facility can be
invaluable
 You will learn your client’s story, from an early point in
time, which will help you immensely later on as you have
to retell that story to multiple professionals, such as
insurance adjusters, defense attorneys, judges,
mediators, and, ultimately, to jurors!
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Proving Your Client’s Damages
 Capture the Evidence: Go Visit the Scene of the Incident
 Leave your office, grab your “field bag”, including a camera







with digital film (SD Card), a measuring tape, and a pad and
pen to take notes. You will be glad you did!
Don’t take the word of your client as to what happened!
Go view the scene of the incident yourself!
Capture the scene with photographs and measurements!
Use a Digital Camera with an empty SD Card and shoot lots
of photos!
DO NOT DELAY!!!
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Proving Your Client’s Damages
 Capture the Evidence: Take Photographs of Your Client’s

Injuries

 Take color photographs of your client’s injuries with a good






digital camera
Take photographs as soon as it is practical to do so
Take a sequence of photographs, showing what the injuries
looked like over a period of time
Go to the Hospital: take photographs of the client in the
hospital bed or gurney
Take video recordings of the client, where appropriate, to
show how the client was doing at the time
DO NO DELAY!!!
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Photos showing the healing progression of a llega
wound suffered by a client
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Photos showing the progression of a head injury
suffered by a client in a municipal liability case
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Proving Your Client’s Damages
 Capture the Evidence: Consider Hiring a Private

Investigator








For tracking down hard-to-find witnesses
Conducting witness interviews and taking witness statements
Assisting with scene investigations
Taking measurements and photographs
Interviewing Before and After witnesses
Crafting trial exhibits, illustrative and to-scale
Remember: Contact key witnesses early on, to avoid problems
that occur with memories fading over time and witnesses
disappearing on you!
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Proving Your Client’s Damages
 Gather the medical treatment records and billing records ASAP
 Use the Hi-Tech Act to obtain a low-cost, electronic set of your client’s medical
and billing records
 Conduct a thorough medical interview of your client, including old injuries
and/or prior treatment history
 Obtain all film studies which help establish the injuries your client suffered in
the incident (i.e. x-rays, MRI’s, etc.)
 Check out your client’s record of arrests and convictions (if any)
 Check out your client’s online profile with Facebook, Twitter, etc.
 Check out dissolution and bankruptcy records on your client
 Learn about the character of your client! Do not wait for the Defense to
present to you warts or issues in your client’s background!
 Consider hiring your liability expert early on to conduct a site inspection with you,
to take measurements, take photographs, to preserve valuable evidence
 Last, but not least, consider doing one or more focus groups to get a sense of your
client’s case before a group of people, including warts, issues, as well as positive
points
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